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EB support


	

Support for you





Support for the EB community


As a membership organisation, we aim to provide the best support and care for people living with EB. We have a team experienced in the many challenges EB can bring and can help members in many ways outlined below. We also forge close working relationships with specialist EB nurses, some of whom are funded by DEBRA, as well as other health and social care professionals to connect patients with the services that they need to improve their quality of life. Our friendly team are available to support members as frequently as is needed. 
















How we can help




We have a dedicated team with a wide range of skills, knowledge and experience to deliver EB support services including practical, financial, emotional support and advocacy for the EB community.
Read more
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Meet the Community Support Team




Meet the team delivering essential EB support services, including practical, financial and emotional support and advocacy to the EB community.
Read more
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Member events




We recognise the significant value of peer support to share experiences with friends and other families. DEBRA events offer you the opportunity to get together and enjoy social activities.
Read more
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Mental health & emotional distress




If you are struggling and need support, our Community Support team is available for first line emotional support, or to signpost to further psychological support, from Monday - Friday (9am - 5pm).
Read more
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Carers




Every day 6,000 people become unpaid carers. You may find this information useful whether you yourself are a carer yourself or you receive support from a carer.
Read more
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Finances & benefits




People living with EB, and their families may be entitled to certain government benefits or other schemes for financial support, including grants provided by DEBRA.
Read more
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Work & employment




If you are living with EB you may require some support throughout the employment process - from job searching and interviewing to understanding workplace and employment rights.
Read more
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Learning & education




People living with EB may require support in their educational journey, as well as an understanding of EB by their schools and peers.
Read more
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End of life & bereavement




We can offer a listening ear when grieving, refer you for further support in your local area, help make funeral arrangements, help you access benefit entitlements, as well as assist in creating a DEBRA remembrance page.
Read more
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Accessing specialist EB healthcare services in Scotland




For EB patients and their families living in Scotland, specialist EB healthcare services are based out of the Royal Hospital for Children in Glasgow (paediatrics) and the Glasgow Royal Infirmary (adults).
Read more
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Togetherall online community support




DEBRA members have free access to online mental health service Togetherall, where they can share experiences and support each other in a safe and confidential community.
Read more
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EB Connect




We are pleased to be able to share with you EB Connect, a private online social collaboration platform for the global EB community.
Read more
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Latest

	



DEBRA UK appoints three new official ambassadors

We are delighted to announce that three leading health professionals have agreed to join DEBRA UK as official ambassadors for the charity.


	



DEBRA awarded Merit in the British Council Safety Awards

We're delighted to have achieved a MERIT in the British Council Safety Awards!


	



DEBRA UK enters charity partnership with global employment law and HR consultancy, Peninsula Group

DEBRA UK is delighted to have been chosen as a new charity partner for Manchester-based global employment law and HR consultancy, Peninsula Group.


	



Being a researcher is not a job, it is a lifestyle

I would like to change the lives of people living with EB.
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Find a store

Find your nearest DEBRA charity shop and help fight EB. Our stores sell affordable and quality pre-loved clothing, furniture, electrical items, books, homeware and more.


	



Furniture collection

Donate your unwanted furniture, homewares and electrical items using our free furniture collection service. With safety measures in place, donating your items couldn’t be easier.


	
Items we do not sell

Find out what health and safety standards and labels we require and which items we cannot sell.


	



What is EB?

Epidermolysis bullosa (EB) is a painful genetic skin blistering condition with no cure. Find out about different types of EB, causes, symptoms and treatments.


	



Graeme Souness swimming the English Channel to raise £1.1m to stop the pain of EB

Graeme Souness, ex-international footballer, manager, and pundit, is swimming the English Channel this June to raise £1.1m to stop the pain of epidermolysis bullosa (EB).
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Donate items

Donate your quality pre-loved items, including clothes, furniture and homeware to keep them from landfill and help us to raise vital funds through our stores. Find out more about how to donate items today.


	



Work with us

DEBRA can only continue its vital work with the support and encouragement of the local community and with the hard work of its employees and volunteers.


	



Become a member

If you or a family member live with EB, are a carer or someone who works with people affected by EB, then you can become a DEBRA member. Find out how.


	



Imagine your skin being in constant pain? No one should have to live like this

Imagine a dozen surgeries in less than a decade? No one should have to live like this. Please help us find treatments to #StopThePain.
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Stay in touch

We would like to keep you updated by email about our news, events, activities, and how you can support us.

Email Address  

First Name  

Last Name  

 


	all-emails 




You can unsubscribe at any time. To learn more about how we'll use your data, read DEBRA's privacy policy.

Alternatively, become a member to receive information tailored for people living and working with EB. 
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